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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

BERT C. DAVIS,

]

Plaintiff-Appellant

y

vs.
MARJORIE DAVIS,
Defendant-Respondent.

)
]
i
]

Case No. 880619-CA
Priority: 14.b

BRIEF OF RESPONDENT

STATEMENT SHOWING JURISDICTION OF COURT OF APPEALS
Pursuant to U.C.A. 78-2a-3(2)(h), the Utah Court of
Appeals has original appellate jurisdiction in domestic
relations cases that involve issues of divorce, property
division and support.
STATEMENT SHOWING NATURE OF THE PROCEEDINGS
This was an action for divorce filed by Plaintiff Bert
C. Davis (hereinafter referred to as "Bert") in the Third
Judicial District Court in and for Salt Lake County, State of
Utah, Civil No. 87-4903653.

The matter was tried on

September 27, 1988, before the Honorable David S. Young,
1

District Court Judge, presiding.

After the conclusion of the

trial, Judge Young took the matter under advisement and
issued a Memorandum Decision on October 5, 1988, whereby he
divided the personal property of the parties, ordered Bert to
pay Defendant Marjorie Davis (hereinafter referred to as
"Marjorie") permanent alimony in the monthly sum of $200.00,
awarded Bert the additional sum of $8,100.00 representing an
inheritance he received from his mother's estate, awarded
judgment against Bert in the sum of $6,800.00 for attorney's
fees incurred by Marjorie and permanently enjoined the
parties from harassing, vexing or annoying the other party in
any way.

A copy of Judge Young's Memorandum Decision is

submitted herewith for the convenience of the Court in the
Addendum.
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES
1.

Can Bert carry the heavy burden of showing the trial

Court's Findings of Fact, Conclusions of Law and Decree of
Divorce were unsupported by the evidence heard by the trial
judge when Bert has failed to include a transcript of trial
testimony in the record on appeal?
2.

Was Bert unfairly denied the opportunity to pursue

discovery when his requests were made only twenty (20) days
prior to trial?
2

3.

Did the trial court abuse its discretion in ordering

Bert to pay Marjorie permanent monthly alimony of $200.00?
4.

Did the trial court abuse its discretion in valuing

and distributing the marital assets of the parties?
5.

Did the trial court abuse its discretion in awarding

Marjorie attorney's fees?
6.

Are the issues of property distribution and

attorney's fees rendered moot by virtue of the same having
been collected from Bert?
7.

Is Marjorie entitled to reasonable attorney's fees

incurred in defending against Bert's appeal?

DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES
The following statutes and rules are applicable to the
instant appeal and are set forth verbatim in the addendum
submitted herewith:

Rule 11(e)(2) of the Rules of the Utah

Court of Appeals; Rule 4(c) of the Supplementary Rules of
Practice for the Third Judicial District Court; and, U.C.A.
30-3-5 (1953, as amended).

STATEMENT OF THE CASE
Bert and Marjorie were married on October 13, 1961.
(R.439).

They were married just under twenty-seven (27)
3

years at the time of trial. (R.439).

They married at a very

early age inasmuch Bert was twenty (20) years old and
Marjorie was fifteen (15) years of age. (R.439).

During

their marriage, they had three (3) children, all of whom were
emancipated at the time of trial. (R.439).

Bert had been

employed at Kennecott Copper Corporation during the marriage
except for a two (2) year period during which time he
attended Salt Lake Community College and obtained an
Associates Degree from that institution.

(R.439-440).

Bert

earns approximately $1,710.00 per month in gross income from
his employment.

(R.439).

Marjorie, on the other hand, was a homemaker and tended
the parties' minor children until such time as they attained
school age.

Her employment history outside the home has been

limited exclusively to work as a seamstress at Osborn Apparel
and she has no skills or job experience other than work as a
seamstress.

(R.440).

Further, she is currently experiencing

health problems requiring prescriptions and treatment for
hypertension as well as psychological counselling.

(R.440).

Marjorie's gross monthly income is $856.00 (R.439), and her
net monthly income is $710.74 and she has monthly expenses of
$995.96.

(R.440).

Bert, on the contrary, did not present

any evidence concerning his expenses because he pays most of
4

them in cash.

(R.441).

The parties' lifestyle during their marriage consisted
of routine family vacations, attendance at cultural
activities, sports events and other opportunities consistent
with their income.

Further, Bert has five (5) weeks paid

vacation time on an annual basis from his employment.
(R.441).

The parties have a marital residence valued at

$89,000.00, (R.443), and personal property totalling
$41,750.00.

(R. 444). Bert also has a vested retirement

with his employer and a whole-life insurance policy with a
cash value of $1,500.00.

(R.443).

Furthermore, Bert

received an inheritance from his mother's estate during the
marriage in the sum of $8,100.00.

(R.441).

Bert instituted this matter on September 15, 1987.
(R.2).

Marjorie thereafter filed a Motion for Temporary

Support on October 2, 1987, (R.13), and a hearing was had on
October 20, 1987, before the Honorable Sandra N. Peuler,
Domestic Relations Commissioner, in which Commissioner Peuler
ordered Bert to pay Marjorie $100.00 per month as temporary
alimony and to provide an accounting and inventory of all
bank accounts and contents of safety deposit boxes.

(R.26).

Thereafter, discovery requests were served upon counsel for
Bert, (R.32, 39), and records depositions became necessary
5

concerning for Bert's accounts because of investigation
conducted by counsel for Marjorie, (R.86-89).

This

investigation revealed that Bert had, just prior to the
filing of the divorce Complaint, taken some $17,000.00 in
cash in his accounts and converted the same into traveler's
checks.

(R.86-89).

This action resulted in Bert's first

lawyer withdrawing as his counsel because "client refuses to
follows attorney's advice and not inform attorney of facts
critical to this case, causing attorney's representation of
client to be impossible and attorney cannot ethically
represent client any longer".

(R.182).

Bert thereupon

obtained a new lawyer, (R.185), and the parties stipulated on
June 7, 1988, to an award of temporary attorney's fees in
favor of Marjorie in an effort to obtain an expedient trial
date and avoid further problems.

(R.218-221).

Bert

continued in his efforts to avoid full disclosure of his
assets requiring Marjorie's counsel to file a Motion for
Contempt regarding disclosure of bank accounts and inventory
of safety deposit boxes.

(R.235).

Bert's second lawyer

agreed to provide that information as the result of the
filing of this Motion.

(R.245).

Discovery was completed and a Certificate of Readiness
for Trial was filed by Marjorie's counsel on July 18, 1988.
6

(R.259).

The parties filed Financial Declarations, (R.264),

(R.278), and a pre-trial conference was held on August 4,
1988, before the Honorable Sandra N. Peuler, Domestic
Relations Commissioner.

Commissioner Peuler recommended that

Marjorie be awarded $200.00 per month alimony and that Bert
contribute a reasonable sum for attorney's fees for Marjorie.
(R.286).

A trial date was obtained on the same date by

counsel and notice was sent on August 4, 1988, of the trial
date.

(R.301).

Bert's second lawyer attempted to withdraw

on August 26, 1988, (R.302), as the result of a written
directive from Bert.

(R.303-304).

Said directive

specifically acknowledged that Bert was aware of the trial
date and that said withdrawal would not result in a
continuance of the trial.

(R.303-304).

Marjorie's counsel

objected to the withdrawal of counsel, (R.307-307), and a
hearing was had on September 12, 19 88, in which the Court
denied the request to withdraw as counsel.

(R.318).

Bert

objected to that Order and consented in open Court at the
pre-trial settlement conference on September 26, 1988, to his
second lawyer withdrawing as counsel.

The Court also denied

Bert's request for a continuance of trial.

(R.350-351).

This request for a continuance had resulted from Bert's
discovery requests filed on September 6, 1988.
7

(R.311-313).

Trial was held on September 27, 1988, during which both
parties and Marjorie's counsel testified.

(R.376-377).

The

Court took the matter under advisement and issued its
Memorandum Decision on October 5, 1988.

(R.384-389).

The

Court awarded Marjorie $200.00 per month alimony, valued and
divided the personal property of the parties pursuant to
defendant's Exhibit 17-B (see copy of which is attached
hereto in the Addendum) and awarded Marjorie attorney's fees.
(R.444).
Marjorie's counsel prepared Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law and Decree of Divorce and Bert filed his
Notice of Objections thereto.

(R.418-423).

A hearing was

held on October 31, 1988, regarding those objections and
other matters and the Court denied Bert's objections to the
Findings and Decree.

(R.459).

The Court thereupon signed

the Findings and Decree and the Decree was entered on
November 1, 1988.

(R.438-458, 460-472).

Bert filed his

Notice of Appeal on October 31, 1988, prior to the entry of
the foregoing Decree of Divorce.

(R.436-437).

Additionally,

Bert has specified that no trial transcript is need for this
appeal.

(R.500).

After entry of the Decree, the attorney's fees awarded
to Marjorie and the cash sums awarded to Marjorie were
8

collected through Writs of Garnishment, (R.493-499, 501-505).

SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT
Bert cannot carry the heavy burden of overcoming the
trial Court's Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law unless
he includes a trial transcript in the record on appeal.

Bert

has specifically certified that he will not require a
transcript of the trial evidence and the Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law are therefore clothed with the presumption
of validity that cannot be overcome by Bert.

As such, Bert's

appeal should be dismissed.
Bert asserts that he was denied the opportunity to
reasonably conduct discovery prior to trial.

The record

reveals, however, that a Certificate of Readiness for Trial
was filed in July of 1988 and a trial setting obtained on
August 4, 1988.

Bert's discovery requests were not filed

until September 6, 1988, which was only twenty (20) days
prior to the trial date of September 26, 1988.

Rule 4(c) of

the Supplemental Rules of Practice in the Third Judicial
District specifically requires that discovery may only be
conducted within the last thirty (30) days prior to trial on
a discretionary basis and requires the filing of a written
motion in order to conduct said discovery.
9

Bert did not file

any motion and the trial court was well within its discretion
to deny the continuance of the trial as the result of the
late filing of discovery.
Bert contends that the award of permanent alimony is
unwarranted.

The facts of this marriage reveal a long term

marriage of some twenty-seven (27) years during which time
Marjorie raised the parties' three (3) children.

Bert is

employed at Kennecott Copper Corporation and earning
approximately $1,700.00 per month in income.

Marjorie is

employed as a seamstress and earns approximately $850.00 per
month.

Marjorie's expenses exceed her income and Bert

presented no evidence concerning the amount of his monthly
expenses.

In view of the length of the marriage and the

disparity in income, Marjorie submits that the award of
$200.00 per month in permanent alimony is justified.
The trial court valued the marital property of the
parties based on the testimony presented and the summary as
shown in defendant's Exhibit 17-D (see a true and correct
copy attached hereto in the Addendum).

The personal property

disposition specifically awarded plaintiff an equitable
return of the inheritance he received from his mother's
estate.

The remaining personal property was divided equally

between the parties.

As such, Marjorie contends the lower
10

court's valuation and distribution of the property is not an
abuse of discretion.
Bert asserts that the trial court erred in awarding
Marjorie attorney's fees.

Counsel for Marjorie testified and

presented a detailed Affidavit (see Exhibit 16-D attached
hereto in the Addendum) concerning the attorney's fees
incurred, the reasonableness of the rate and amount charged
and the necessity therefore.

The record clearly demonstrates

Marjorie's need for said fees and the award is therefore
justified.
The record reveals that the attorney's fees and cash
distribution portion of the personal property award has been
collected from plaintiff through use of Writs of Garnishment
and Execution.

It is therefore defendant's position that

those issues have been rendered moot by virtue of payment of
those sums.

This procedure was utilized due to plaintiff's

failure to seek and obtain a stay of the Decree of Divorce
pending appeal.
Bert's appeal is a rambling and disorganized attempt to
assail what he perceives as an unfair result.

His brief

contains no logical argument and only evidences Bert's desire
to have his wife be cast adrift after a long term marriage.
The appeal contains no meritorious issues and Marjorie should
11

be awarded attorney's fees and costs incurred in this appeal
on that basis.

Furthermore, Utah case law specifically

provides for attorney's fees to be awarded on appeal when the
same were awarded in the trial court and financial need is
demonstrated.

ARGUMENT
I.
APPELLANT HAS FAILED TO INCLUDE A
TRANSCRIPT OF THE TRIAL EVIDENCE HEARD IN
THE TRIAL COURT BELOW AND, PURSUANT TO
RULE 11(e)(2) OF THE RULES OF UTAH COURT
OF APPEALS CANNOT CHALLENGE THE FINDINGS
OF FACT OR CONCLUSIONS OF LAW ENTERED BY
THE TRIAL COURT.
Bert has certified that a transcript is not needed in
this appeal.

By his failure to include a transcript of the

trial proceedings, Bert has effectively waived his right to
challenge the Findings and Conclusions of the trial judge.
Moreover, Rule 11(e)(2) of the Rules of Utah Court of Appeals
mandates that an appellant cannot challenge the lower Court's
Findings or Conclusions unless he includes the transcript of
such proceedings.

That rule provides:

"Transcript required of all evidence regarding
challenged finding or conclusion. If. the appellant
intends to urge on appeal that a finding or
conclusion is unsupported by or is contrary to the
evidence, the appellant shall include in the record
a transcript of all evidence relevant to such
12

finding or conclusion."

(Emphasis supplied).

Furthermore, the rule is mandatory in that it states
that the appellant "shall" include the transcript.

The

Supreme Court in interpreting a similar rule has expressly
held this rule to be mandatory, see Sawyers v. Sawyers, 558
P.2d 607, (Utah 1976).

Bert's appeal is therefore without

merit and the Court should summarily affirm the lower Court's
decision.
II.
APPELLANT DID NOT TIMELY FILE HIS
DISCOVERY REQUESTS AND THE TRIAL COURT
DID NOT ABUSE ITS DISCRETION IN REFUSING
TO PERMIT A CONTINUANCE OF THE TRIAL FOR
HIM TO CONDUCT THAT DISCOVERY.
Bert asserts that he was denied his right to a fair
trial because the Court refused to permit him a continuance
so that he could conduct his discovery.

A brief review of

the record and applicable rules demonstrates that this
argument is wholly without merit.
First, Bert did not file his discovery requests until
September 6, 1988.

This discovery request was filed only

twenty (20) days prior to trial and was not supported by any
Affidavit demonstrating that he had not had an opportunity to
conduct this discovery prior thereto.

Furthermore, Rule 4(c)

of the Supplemental Rules of Practice for the Third Judicial
13

District Court specifically precludes discovery during the
time period thirty (30) days prior to trial unless a motion
is filed with the Court demonstrating good cause for the
conducting of said discovery (see Rule 4(c) attached hereto
in the Addendum).

Bert's Motion did not contain such an

Affidavit and his request was therefore untimely and
improperly filed.
Furthermore, Bert had the advice of counsel at the time
the Certificate of Readiness was filed by Marjorie's counsel
on July 15, 1988.

Bert's counsel did not object to that

Certificate of Readiness in the apparent belief that further
discovery was not needed.

The obvious conclusion to be drawn

is that Bert's belated attempts to conduct discovery were for
the sole purpose of delaying the trial to avoid what he
perceived as an inevitable and unfavorable outcome.

The

trial Court did not, therefore, abuse its discretion in
denying the Motion for Continuance of the trial.
III.
THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ABUSE ITS
DISCRETION IN AWARDING RESPONDENT $200.00
PER MONTH IN PERMANENT ALIMONY.
The purpose of alimony is to equalize the parties, as
close as possible, Higlev v. Higlev, 676 P.2d 379, 381 (Utah
1983), so as "avoid the necessity of one spouse receiving
14

public assistance", English v. English, 565 P.2d 409, 411
(Utah 1987).

Moreover, Bert must show a clear and

prejudicial abuse of the trial court's discretion and carry
his burden of showing that the evidence does not support the
lower court's findings.

See Graff v. Graff, 699 P.2d 765

(Utah 1985) .
The leading decision in Utah concerning the analysis of
alimony is Jones v. Jones, 700 P.2d 1072 (Utah 1985).

The

Utah Supreme Court there determined that three (3) factors
must be examined in assessing an award of alimony:
"(1) the financial conditions and needs of the
wife, (2) the ability of the wife to produce a
sufficient income for herself, and (3) the ability
of the husband to provide support are criteria
established by this Court to measure the propriety
of alimony." JEd. at 1075.
The Jones decision is illustrative and analogous to the
present facts.

In Jones, the wife was awarded no income

producing assets, was married at a relatively young age, had
devoted most of the parties' twenty-nine (29) years of
marriage to raising the parties' children and had no
professional training or marketable skills,

In the case at

bar, the parties had no income producing assets, Marjorie was
married at the age of fifteen (15) years, and devoted most of
the almost twenty-seven (27) years of marriage to raising the
parties' children.

Moreover, Marjorie's skills are limited
15

to work as a seamstress on a piece-meal basis.

As such, she

is probably limited to working in similar unskilled positions
like the one she currently holds for the remainder of her
life.
Furthermore, when reviewing the Court's findings
concerning the factors set forth in Jones, the award is
justified.

Marjorie has gross monthly income of $856.00 and

net monthly income of $710.74.

Her expenses are $995.96.

As

such, she has demonstrated financial need for additional
support.

Furthermore, the parties had become accustomed to a

comfortable lifestyle during their marriage that included
attendance at cultural events and regular vacations.
Marjorie cannot ever approach that lifestyle without
financial assistance.
As to the second factor in Jones, the Court found that
Marjorie's hopes for prospective employment are limited due
to her age and lack of education.

Further, Marjorie will be

hampered in any efforts to improve her economic situation by
virtue of her health problems.
Finally, as to the third factor in Jones, the Court
found that Bert clearly has the ability to pay support.

His

gross income is approximately twice that of Marjorie and the
Court found that he has apparent minimal expenses inasmuch as
16

he did not present any testimony or evidence thereon.
Furthermore, Marjorie presented evidence demonstrating that
an award of alimony in the sum of $250.00 would still result
in Bert having a net income of approximately $35.00 per month
more than Marjorie (see defendant's Exhibit 14-D attached
hereto in the Addendum).

As such, Marjorie's net income even

including the $200.00 per month alimony award is some $85.00
per month less than Bert's.
In view of the foregoing analysis, the trial Court did
not abuse its discretion in awarding Marjorie $200.00 per
month in permanent alimony.
IV.
THE TRIAL COURT DID NOT ABUSE ITS
DISCRETION IN DIVIDING THE PARTIES'
MARITAL PROPERTY.
Bert contends that the trial Court abused its discretion
in dividing the parties' marital property.

The Court

specifically found the value of the personal property to be
$41,750.00.

The Court divided that personal property based

on the only logical evidence presented to it in the form of
defendant's Exhibit 17-D.

Bert did not present any evidence

concerning the value of the parties' marital assets but was
compensated for his inheritance in the form of receiving an
additional $8,100.00 from the marital estate.
17

As such, the

presumption of validity that clothes the trial Court's
discretion has not been overcome by Bert.

See Hansen v.

Hansen, 736 P. 2d 1055, 1056 (Utah App. 1987).

Furthermore,

the valuation of those assets is a matter of discretion which
will not be reversed unless there is a clear abuse of
discretion.

Turner v. Turner, 649 P.2d 6, 8 (Utah, 1982).

Bert has failed to demonstrate any abuse of discretion in the
record and the Court's disposition of the personal property
should be affirmed.
As to Bert's claims concerning interest on the marital
residence, Bert ignores the clear language of the Findings
which demonstrate that Bert agreed that Marjorie could have
the use of the marital residence until such time as it is
sold.

The Court specifically found that the parties had made

such an agreement and adopted that agreement.

Bert is

therefore estopped from now asserting that he is entitled to
interest on the marital residence.
In sum, the trial Court's disposition of the parties'
property should be affirmed.
V.
THE TRIAL COURT'S AWARD OF ATTORNEY'S
FEES FOR RESPONDENT IS JUSTIFIED AND
SHOULD BE AFFIRMED.
Bert contends that the trial Court abused its discretion
18

in awarding attorney's fees to Marjorie.

Marjorie's counsel

took the stand and testified concerning the reasonableness of
the fees and presented a thoroughly documented Affidavit in
support of that testimony (see Exhibit 16-D attached hereto
in the Addendum).

The Court specifically found the amount of

fees was reasonable in amount and rate charged, that the fees
were necessary due to Bert's failure to make any efforts
towards reasonable settlement offers and by Bert's nondisclosure of assets.

Since Marjorie has demonstrated the

financial need by showing that her expenses exceed her
income, Marjorie has carried her burden of demonstrating
financial need for attorney's fees.

See Huck v. Huck, 734

P.2d 417, 419 (Utah 1986) .
Additionally, Bert has failed to demonstrate that
attorney's fees were not necessarily incurred by Marjorie he
and ignores the clear Findings of Fact by the lower Court.
Furthermore, Marjorie asserts that Bert's attempts to conceal
assets and his inability to cooperate and get along with two
(2) lawyers during the pendency of these proceedings
indicates his persistent and continued efforts at depriving
Marjorie of a fair and equitable portion of the estate.
is clearly demonstrated by Bert's offer of settlement
concerning permanent alimony in his Financial Declaration
19

This

wherein Bert offered to pay $100.00 per month alimony for one
(1) year and $50.00 per month alimony for two (2) years
thereafter with alimony to be waived at that time.

See the

proposed settlement offer on Bert's Financial Declaration
located at (R.282).

In view of such an unreasonable offer,

Marjorie had no alternative but to pursue the matter with the
trial Court judge and her attorney's fees award should be
affirmed.
•VI.
THE ISSUES CONCERNING PROPERTY DIVISION
AND ATTORNEY'S FEES HAVE BEEN RENDERED
MOOT BY VIRTUE OF THE FACT THAT THE
ATTORNEY'S FEES HAVE BEEN COLLECTED FROM
APPELLANT AND THE CASH PORTION OF THE
MARITAL PROPERTY DISTRIBUTED.
As this Court can see from the record on appealf the
attorney's fees and cash sums awarded to Marjorie have been
collected through Writs of Garnishment and Execution.

It is

therefore Marjorie's position that Bert's contentions
concerning those issues have been rendered moot.

Marjorie

asserts that those sums have now been paid in full and Bert's
failure to obtain a stay pending appeal pursuant to the rules
of this Court makes that issue moot and the Court should not
issue an opinion thereon.
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VII.
RESPONDENT SHOULD BE AWARDED ATTORNEY'S
FEES ON APPEAL BECAUSE APPELLANT'S APPEAL
IS FRIVOLOUS AND FOR THE REASON THAT A
DEMONSTRATED NEED WAS SHOWN BELOW AND
FEES ARE THEREFORE APPROPRIATE ON APPEAL.
As the Court can see from a brief review of Bert's
brief, he has attempted to "ramble on" about what he
perceives as a bias in the Court against men.

His brief

contains no logical analysis or case law supporting his
positions.

In fact, the case law cited by Bert tends to

support the alimony and property division of the trial Court.
See Eames v. Eames, 735 P.2d 395 (Utah App. 1987).
Furthermore, the Eames decision is illustrative on the issue
of whether or not Bert's appeal is frivolous.
In the case at bar, Bert has failed to put any evidence
in the record concerning the trial proceedings nor has he
asserted any case law that would require a reversal of the
lower Court's decision.

To the contrary, the findings

clearly and unequivocally support the lower Court's
Memorandum Decision.

As such, Bert has not raised any issue

of any merit before this Court and reasonable attorney's fees
and double costs should be awarded.
Additionally, Marjorie is entitled to fees and costs on
appeal because she is in financial need of assistance to
21

defend against Bert's actions.

This Court has recently-

determined that fees and costs on appeal are appropriate
where there is a demonstration of financial need and fees
were awarded in the lower Court.

See Maughan v. Mauqhan, 102

Utah Adv. Rpts. 44, 47 (Utah App. 1989).

Marjorie therefore

asserts that the lower Court's decision should be affirmed
and this matter should be remanded for entry of reasonable
attorney's fees and costs incurred herein.

CONCLUSION
For the foregoing reasons, Bert's appeal should be
dismissed and Marjorie should be awarded her reasonable
attorney's fees and costs incurred in connection with
defending against this appeal.
Dated this

^<

y

/ww

day of

/
, 1989.

Respectfully submitted,

.lip W. Dyer
Attorney for
Defendant/respondent

a-Brief.dav/Appeall
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ADDENDUM

DETERMINATIVE STATUTES AND RULES
Rule 11(e)(2) of the Rules of the Utah Court of Appeal:
Transcript required of all evidence regarding
challenged finding or conclusion. If the appellant
intends to urge on appeal that a finding or
conclusion is unsupported by or is contrary to the
evidence, the appellant shall include in the record
a transcript of all evidence relevant to such
finding or conclusion.
Rule 4(c) of the Supplemental Rules of Practice - Third
Judicial District s
All parties shall be entitled as a matter of right
to conduct discovery proceedings in accordance with
this rule. All discovery proceedings shall be
completed, including all responses thereto, and all
depositions and other documents filed with the
court no later than thirty (30) days before the
date set for trial of the case. The right to
conduct discovery proceedings within thirty (30)
days before trial shall be within the discretion of
the court. Motions to conduct discovery within
thirty (30) days before trial shall be presented to
the judge assigned to the case upon notice to the
other parties in the action. In exercising its
discretion the court shall take into consideration
the necessity and reasons for such discovery, the
diligence or lack of diligence of the parties
seeking such discovery, whether the permitting of
such discovery will prevent the case from going to
trial on the date set, or result in prejudice to
any party. Nothing herein shall preclude or limit
voluntary exchange of information or discovery by
stipulation of the parties at any time prior to the
date set for trial, but in no event shall such
exchanges or stipulations require a court to grant
a continuance of the trial date.
Utah Code Annotated 30-3-5. Disposition of propertyMaintenance and health care of parties and children- Court to
have continuing jurisdiction- Custody and visitationTermination of alimony- Nonmeritorious petition for
modifications
(1) When a decree of divorce is rendered, the court
may include in it equitable orders relating to the
children, property, and parties.

FILED IN CLERK'S OFFICE
Salt Lake County, Utah

OCT 3 1 1988
PHILLIP W. DYER (4315)
Attorney for Defendant
318 Kearns Building
136 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
(801)363-5000

Deputy Clerk

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

BERT CHARLES DAVIS,
Plaintiff,
vs.

'
)

FINDINGS OF FACT AND
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

;

i

MARJORIE DAVIS,
Defendant.

'

Civil No. D87-3653
Judge David S. Young

The above-entitled matter came on for trial on September
27, 1988, the plaintiff appearing pro se and the defendant
appearing with her counsel, Phillip W. Dyer.

The parties

stipulated to certain matters, called witnesses, presented
evidence, testimony and exhibits, and argued the issues to
the Court.

The Court having taken the matter under

advisement and having issued its Memorandum Decision dated
October 5, 1988, and good cause appearing therefore, now
makes and enters its
FINDINGS OF FACT
1.

Defendant is, and was for three (3) months prior to

the filing of her Answer and Counterclaim herein, a bona fide

resident of Salt Lake County, State of Utah.
2.

Plaintiff and defendant are husband and wife and

were married on October 13, 1961.

The parties were married

just under twenty-seven years at the time of trial.
3.

At the time of the marriage, plaintiff was twenty

(20) years of age and defendant was fifteen (15) years of
age.
4.

There have been three (3) children born as issue of

the parties' marriage, all of whom were emancipated at the
time of trial.
5.

Prior to the filing of defendant's Counterclaim, the

plaintiff has treated the defendant cruelly, causing her
great emotional distress and mental anguish such that the
parties can no longer remain together as husband and wife,
to-wit:

the plaintiff moved from the marital residence and

dated other women.
6.

Plaintiff is currently employed at Kennecott Copper

Corporation and earns approximately $1,710.00 per month in
gross income.
-7.

Defendant is currently employed as a seamstress for

Osborn Apparel in Magna, Utah, and earns approximately
$856c00 per month in gross income.
8.

Plaintiff has been employed at Kennecott Copper

Corporation for twenty-nine (29) years, except for the period

beginning in August 1985 through April of 1987 during which
time plaintiff was unemployed due to a suspension of
continued operations and furloughing of employees by
Kennecott Copper Corporation.

During the time plaintiff was

furloughed, he attended Salt Lake Community College and
ultimately obtained an Associate Degree from that
institution.
9.

Defendant's educational background is limited to

graduation from high school.
10.

During the parties' marriage, defendant's

employment history outside the home has been limited
exclusively to work as a seamstress at Osborn Apparel.
Otherwise, defendant was a homemaker until such time as the
parties' youngest child obtained school age.

Defendant

currently has no skills or job experience other than work as
a seamstress.
11.

Defendant is currently experiencing health problems

that require monthly prescriptions and treatment for
hypertension.

Additionally, defendant is receiving

psychological counseling for stress and related psychological
distress.
12.

Defendant's monthly expenses are $995.96 and her

net monthly income, after deduction for Federal and State
taxes and FICA withholding, is $710.74.

13.

Plaintiff did not present any evidence concerning

his net monthly income or his monthly expenses other than the
fact that he pays for most of his monthly expenses by cash
except for such items as rent, utilities and professional
services which he pays by check.
14.

During the parties' marriage; their lifestyle

included taking family vacations on a regular basis and
attendance at cultural activities, sports events and other
opportunities consistent with their income.

Plaintiff is

currently entitled to five (5) weeks paid vacation time on an
annual basis from his employment.
15.

At all times during the course of these

proceedings, plaintiff has asserted and maintained he will
not pay any support to defendant in the form of alimony and
objects to any continuing order of permanent alimony as being
immoral.
16.

Plaintiff received an inheritance from his mother's

estate in late 1985 in the amount of $8,100.00, which funds
were deposited into a savings account containing marital
funds.

The parties have thereafter maintained, at all times,

a savings account balance in excess of the amount of those
funds but no records were kept delineating which funds were
marital funds and which funds were inherited funds.
17.

Plaintiff is capable of paying support to defendant

by virtue of his income and apparent minimal expenses*
18.

During the course of this litigation, plaintiff has

employed two (2) separate attorneys, has failed to be
forthright and candid in disclosing his assets and has failed
to realistically evaluate this case for settlement.

More

specifically, the plaintiff intentionally failed to disclose
$10,100.00 that was converted into travelers' checks prior to
commencement of this action and did not disclose the funds
through routine discovery.

As a result of plaintiff's

misconduct, defendant has necessarily incurred substantial
attorney's fees and costs due to the extensive discovery and
investigation needed to determine the existence of these
funds .
19.

The defendant has outstanding attorney's fees in

the approximate sum of $6,800.00 which were necessarily
incurred by defendant to discover the funds secreted by
plaintiff and to pursue her entitlement to alimony.
20.

The Court specifically finds the attorney's fees

incurred by defendant were reasonable in the total amount
charged, the rate charged to defendant, the time spent on the
case and the complexity of the issues involved in the case.
The Court further finds that $75.00 per hour is a rate
customarily charged in Salt Lake City, Utah, and is
reflective of the parties ability to pay.

21.

The Court finds plaintiff is entitled to the return

of his inherited proceeds in the amount of $8,100.00 as an
equitable distribution of marital assets.
22c

The parties have a marital residence with no

mortgage or debt thereon and which is appraised at
$89,000.00.

The parties have agreed to list the home for

sale and to split the net proceeds from the sale, after
payment of all reasonable costs of sale, including but not
limited to, real estate commissions, closing costs and
points c The parties further agreed that defendant may have
exclusive use of the marital residence until such time as the
residence is sold and defendant shall maintain said residence
at her own expense.

The parties also agreed to equally share

the real property taxes and insurance costs on said residence
until the same is sold.
23.

The plaintiff has a vested retirement with his

employer and the parties have agreed that defendant shall be
awarded one-half (1/2) of the retirement account that accrued
during the marriage with the same to be divided by issuance
to plaintiff's employer of a Qualified Domestic Relations
Order pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code.
24-

Plaintiff has a whole life insurance policy with a

cash value of $1,500.00 and the parties agreed that defendant
shall be awarded $7S0.nn Tar^oc^r^;-~ i

-*

value.
25.

The parties have experienced difficulties in

communicating with each other resulting in arguments and
altercations and each party should be permanently enjoined
from harassing, vexing or annoying the other party in any
way.
26.

The Court finds the partes have obtained the

following personal property:
Marital Assets
1986 GMC Pickup Truck
Snowmobiles and Trailer
Motorcycles and Trailer
1979 Pontiac
Camper
Tools
Cash
Household Goods
TOTAL
27.

Value
$7,850.00
900.00
1,200.00
2,500.00
4,200.00
10,000.00
10,100.00
5,000.00
$41,750.00

The Court finds that plaintiff should be awarded

the following personal property:
Asset
1986 GMC Pickup Truck
Snowmobiles and Trailer
360 Honda
Camper
Tools
Cash
TOTAL

Value
$7,850.00
900.00
300.00
4,200.00
10,000.00
1,675.00
$24,925.00

Additionally, plaintiff should be awarded the old Hawaiian
pinball machine, the brass candles and candleholders, if
found, the personal books referred to as "his" nprqnnal

books, one of the federation rock cases, the iron wall
picture he built, the three (3) aluminum plaque cars he
created, and the orange picture.
28.

The Court finds that defendant should be awarded

the following personal property:
Asset

Value

1979 Pontiac
Household Goods
Two Motorcycles & Trailer
Cash
TOTAL
29.

$2,500.00
5,000.00
900.00
, ^ ££-frr4£5^Q J*_L y ^ 6
$4-^7 825.00
fi^tST^

The Court finds that any specific items of personal

property not previously awarded in paragraphs 27 and 28
heretofore shall be divided pursuant to Trial Exhibit A, a
copy of which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and
incorporated herein by this reference.

Further, all items of

personal property not specifically referred to hereinabove or
on Trial Exhibit A are awarded to the party in possession of
said items.
NOW THEREFORE, the Court having made its Findings of
Fact now makes and enters its
CONCLUSIONS OF LAW
1.

Defendant is entitled to a Decree of Divorce from

plaintiff on the grounds of mental cruelty, the same to
become final upon entry.
2.

Defendant is in need of financial assistance and

support from plaintiff to meet her monthly expenses and to
assist her in approaching the lifestyle to which the parties
had become accustomed during the marriage and plaintiff is
capable of financially contributing to defendant's support,
and it is fair and equitable that plaintiff should be ordered
to pay alimony to defendant in the monthly sum of $200.00.
Further, it is fair and equitable that plaintiff's obligation
to pay alimony to defendant should be a permanent order of
this Court due to the length of the marriage, the parties
respective ages at the time of the marriage, defendant's
limited education and job experience and defendant's limited
prospects for employment at a greater rate of pay.

The

foregoing order of permanent alimony is, however, subject to
all applicable provisions of law concerning modification of
the alimony award or termination of the alimony award in the
event the Court were to determine defendant violated the
provisions of U.C.A. 30-3-5(6) (1953) concerning remarriage
or residing with a person of the opposite sex or in the event
defendant died.
3.

The Court concludes it is fair and equitable that

plaintiff be awarded the inheritance he received from his
mother' estate in 1985.

The Court further concludes that it

is fair and equitable that the personal property of the
parties should be awarded as follows:

TO BE AWARDED TO PLAINTIFF:
1986 GMC Pickup Truck
Snowmobiles and Trailer
360 Honda
Camper
Tools
Cash
TOTAL

$7,850.00
900.00
300.00
4,200.00
10,000.00
1,675.00
$24,925.00

Additionally, plaintiff should be awarded the old Hawaiian
pinball machine, the brass candles and candleholders, if
found, the personal books referred to as "his" personal
books, one of the federation rock cases, the iron wall
picture he built, the three (3) aluminum plaque cars he
created, and the orange picture.
TO BE AWARDED TO DEFENDANT;
1979 Pontiac
$2,500.00
Household Goods
5,000.00
Two Motorcycles & Trailer
900.00 jg£ .
t^
Cash
0,4 25.0-0 "5, ^ ^ S -*'
TOTAL
$16,825.00
<T\Dt^
4.

The Court concludes that the division of personal

property set forth in paragraph 3 of these Conclusions of Law
represents an equitable distribution and return of
plaintiff's inherited funds by virtue of his receiving
$8,100*00 more of the parties' personal property.
5.

It is fair and equitable that the division of

personal property shall be in accordance with paragraph 3 of
these Conclusions of Law and the remaining personal property
shall be divided pursuant to Trial Exhibit A, a copy of which

is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by
this reference.

Any items of personal property not divided

pursuant to paragraph 3 of these Conclusions of Law or Trial
Exhibit A shall be awarded to the party in possession of said
items.
6.

It is fair and equitable that the parties agreement

concerning sale of the marital residence be approved by the
Court and the Court so approves said agreement and it should
be ordered that the parties should list the home for sale and
further should split the net proceeds from the sale, after
payment of all reasonable costs of sale, including but not
limited to, real estate commissions, closing costs and
points.

The defendant should have exclusive use of the

marital residence until such time as the residence is sold
and defendant should maintain said residence at her own
expense.

The parties should equally share the real property

taxes and insurance costs on said residence until the same is
sold.
7.

It is fair and equitable that the parties agreement

concerning plaintiff's retirement account be approved by the
Court and the Court so approves said agreement and it should
be ordered that defendant should be awarded one-half (1/2) of
plaintiff's retirement account that accrued during the
marriage with the same to be divided by issuance to

plaintiff's employer of a Qualified Domestic Relations Order
pursuant to the Internal Revenue Code.
8.

It is fair and equitable that the parties agreement

concerning plaintiff's life insurance policy be approved by
the Court and the Court so approves said agreement and it
should be ordered that the defendant shall be awarded $750.00
representing her share of the cash value of said life
insurance policy.
9.

The defendant has necessarily incurred attorney's

fees and costs in the sum of $6,800.00 and the foregoing
attorney's fees and costs were reasonable in amount charged
and time expended and it is fair and equitable that plaintiff
be ordered to pay $6,800.00 in attorney's fees and costs and
judgment should be entered against plaintiff in that amount.
MADE AND ENTERED this

day of

1988.

3Y THE COURTS

HONORABLE (DAVIDIS.^^©UNG
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Dsputy Cisr*

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
washer
25.00
large glass case
one p i n b a l l game
560 HonOa-XL
2 Skidoo snowmobiles500.00
& trailer
truck
mechanic, plumber, &
carpenter tools
Brass cannons fi Candle holders
wheelbarrow,<

360 Honda
slab polisher

tapered saw
1 hand saw
2 drywall scrapers
saw
blades
miter box
miscellaneous wood
electric wiring
copper tubing
plastic tubing
plastic plumbing pipes
wire stripper
tack hammer
cement Ancor tool
table vice
electrical fixtures wire
hand microphone
plumbing supplies
leavy duty rotary hammer
) box cement anchor
land drill .
r
ood plane
1 box brass screws
isceJl&neous drill
bits

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
DEFENDANT
twin bed
crib
toy chest
high chair
sewing machine
serge machine
dryer
sewing table
f r u i t rack

10-00
5-00
5.00

^5:00

f&.oo
i^Too
5.00

5-speed bike
t a b l e 5 chairs
small c a s e
shell
case
small f r e e z e r
*;pin b a l l
/wall knic)ckriacks
185 Honda
2 bath night stands
wood desk "white
dresser
•Some t o o l s
patio furniture
fruit dryer
i r o n lamps
Plant in-white stand
lawn t r a c t o r
gold r i n g
c h a i n saw

10.00
100.00
50.00

75.00
20.00

loveseat,sofa,chairl00.00
wood r o c k e r
25.00
wood t a b l e
Zeus & s t a n d
silk tree

15.00
10.00
15.00

jukebox
3 bar c h a i r s
meat s 1 i c e r
fry
baby

15.00
15.00
5.00

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
DEFENDANT

3 power meters
time switcher
nails
electrical wire
spray paints
jewelry files
jewelry tweezers & tongs
small black light for rock
assorted necklaces &
chains
2(25) small ^*awer case
1 ( 4 0 ) s m a l l <<Srawer c^se
1(9) small drawer case
audio/visual processor(VCR
recording)
old sewing machine
large glass rock case
2 fish tanks
jewelry desk
steam bath
port-a-pat
1 set twin spring &
mattress
Glass table
little torch set
si 1ver forks,knives,spoons
casting molds
geodes necklaces
merlin gold
silver solder
silver bronzing flex
soldering block
ring shank (silver)
large silver sheets &
pieces
s h e l l s necklaces
glasses opti visor
wax r i n g molds
wall shield
rilgrani car-icer

2 small pruners
large pruner
hedge trimmer
Oster center
25.00
wok
10.00
microwave
10.00
dishwasher
15.00
flatware
15.00
baking ware
25.00
pans
25.00
clothes tree
3.00
bed
20.00
T.V.
30.00
video & camera
300.00
orange.bench
3.00
Halloween costumes
Christmas d e c o r a t i o n s
1/2 of m i s c . j e w e l r y
2 cork p i c t u r e s
food s t o r a g e s h e l v i n g
fabric
f r u i t dryer
canning pans & b o t t l e s
•Fabrigjdes.K cr.air
night szaTtds
shell collection & case
pinball machine
mini jogger
rowing machine
sofa,loveseat,recliner
chair
wood rocker
fireplace tools
wood clock
wood carving
3 bar stools
Dresser
clock
w a l l hangings
t i n cans
f i s h tank
bed
g a r b a g e can
Plane in stand

Log s p l i t t e r

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
DEFENDANT

bow saw
4 5' chisels
2 push brooms
garden rake
leaf rake

wall pictures
toys
wood shelves
16" chainsaw

2 hoes
snow shovel
3 roundnose shovels
€; squarenose shovels
•pitchfork
pick
4
3 large 5 it* sledgehammer
2 crow bars
large pry bar
ax
8 bungy cords
IS cement finishing tools
5 HF air compressor 60
gal .
anvi 1
air grease gun
air oil gun
bearing press
2 12-volt batteries
large come-along
heavy duty hand-grinder
electric impact wrench
1/3 horse bench grinder
bench vise
1/4 - drill
set drill bits 1/16--1/2138 various sizes drill
bits
hand driven socket set 10piece
2 tape measures

1 1 1 - p i e c e a l i e n wrench
set
front end tool
2 small pry bars
4 Torx screwdrivers
electrician pliers
3 combination pliers

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
needlenose plier
diagonal plier
18 regular screwdrivers
5 Phillips screwdrivers
2 Quickwedge screwdrivers
6 nut drivers
3 scratch awls
4 small files
5-piece easy out
8-piece wrench set 7/32w-7/16'°
3 filler gauges
1 spark pluffwire puller
3 distributor wrenches
1 speed wrench
1 nut splitter
2 snap-on ring pliers
1 torque wrench
2 vise grips
1 welding clamp
1 utility knife
1 carpenter's square
1 carpenter's level
2 saw horse
4 piece rachet set
4 3/8" extensions
3 piece ratchet set
1 1/2" ratchet
1 bracken bar
2 1/2" extensions
2 universals
1 offset wrench
1 oil can
12 combination wrenches
5 combination wrenches
15 sockets
11 air sockets
9 deep well sockets
2 spark plug sockets
9 sockets
7 sockets
3 hacksaws
1 12" combination wrench
1 10" combination wrench
4

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
72 drawers/nuts & bolts
1 grease gun
5 putty knives
1 combination square
5 center punches
3 round files
1 triangle file
1 rasp file
2 flat files
1 half-moon file
2 pipe clamps

1 tubing crlfcp tool
1 4amp battery charger
1 f i l e card
3 wire brushes
3 oil filter wrenches
1 reamer
1 fence pliers
2 5 1/2- flywheel pliers
1 pipe cutter
6 pipe wrenches
1 36" pipe wrench
1 bolt cutter
4 sheet metal cutters
1 welding mask
2 welding slag hammers
1 1/2- reversible drill
3 fire extinguishers
1 pipe vise
1 arc welder
1 drill press
1 5 gal. gas can
1 oxyacetylene torch
1 pipe threader set
1 rubber mallet
2 Ig. ballpien hammers
1 sm ballpien hammer
2 2 1/2 lb sledge hammers
1 hubcap mallet
7 steel chisels
12 steel punches
1 plastic mallet
3 metal forming hammers
5

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
2 round hammers
25 drawers/screws & bolts
2 bench sanders
1 bench buffer
1 12 w chain saw
1 slab polisher
1 cutoff machine
2 vibrating rock sanders/polishers
1 rock grinder
1 rock sander
1 small furnace
1 6: rock BGM
1 12" rock saw
1 20" rock saw
2 large funnels
1 20' extension ladder
1 6' step ladder
1 3' step ladder
1 hand dolly
1 wheeled light
1 engine puller
1 5 gal. sand blaster
1 coleman stove
1 sump pump
1 portable water pump
2 insecticide sprayers
1 freezer
1 15 pc* barbecue
1 50 gal« almay oil drum
1 painter's tape holder
2 foot stools
1 large stool
I meat hook
J towing cables
5' chain
8* chain
bundles 1/2* nylon rope
propane torches
21 pc. ratchet set
extensions/ratchet breaker bar
pop rivet tool set
heat lamp
paint guns
6

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
1 air sander
2 sand blocks
5 cement chisels
1 small level
1 travel light
2 large wrenches
1 air coupler
6 sockets
1 rear end wrench
2 small tool boxes
2 bead breaker tools
1 steering vlfeel puller
1 impact driver set
1 air paint can
1 motorcycle trailer
1 lawnchair
2 6' chisels

1 folding

shovel

1 snatch block
3 2' chisels
2 rock hammers
1 center fuse caster
1 claw hammer
1 extension cord
2 extension air hoses
2 heart shaped pillows
VCR
TV stand
camper radio
stero
gray filing cabinet
Wind West Jewelry inventory
small jewelry making tools
camper sheets
broom
garbage can
camper pans
tools
vacuum
4 wood carved men
2 cork carvings/glass frame
8x10 picture/Glacier Nat. Park
silk tree
7

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
fLAINTIFF
polished rocks
pfown phone
trean; phone
22 guns
>en garbage can
.silver bars/coins
i h e s / p a n / s i l v e r in p o s s e s s i o n
*>tal lamp
fsher motor
jnd p a i n t i n g p i c t u r e s
(tnc v a i l CJQ-'K
L^pevriter • *
Saieulator
nc$ck c l o c k
iir.p meter
^portable c . v . ' s
arden t i l l e r
ractor supplies
ents
as trimner
Doks
ffice supplies
Dusehold supplies
kss camera and accessories
afe'
ssk'-and chair
con wall picture
aluniim plaque cars
^deration rock cases

CERTIFICATE OF MAILING
STATE OF UTAH

)
)ss.
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Kathleen J. Gillman being duly sworn, deposes and says:
That she served

FINDINGS OF FACT AND CONCLUSIONS OF LAW

upon the following parties by placing a true and correct copy
thereof in an envelope addressed to:
BERT
6885
Apt.
West

C. DAVIS
South Redwood Road
1209
Jordan, Utah
84084

and depositing the same, sealed, with first class postage
prepaid thereon, in the United States Mail at Salt Lake City,
Utah, on the

,/fl, day of £ffl$4U_

1988.

lUlkAJ^/
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this
£ j £ ^
1988.

/J*rI day of

yp? ^ ^ ^ Y ~ P ^ ^ v
Notary Public
My Commissiorf ^^p^^J^^Sy^s
Residing at:
^ '/*/*£§&^/
^N/r^Salt Lake County, Utah

FILED IN CLERK'S OFFICE
Salt Lake County, Utah

OCT 31 1988
PHILLIP W. DYER (4315)
Attorney for Defendant
318 Kearns Building
136 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah 84101
(801)363-5000

Deputy Clerk

IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH
BERT CHARLES DAVIS,
Plaintiff,

DECREE OF DIVORCE A N D
JUDGMENT

vs •
Civil No. D87-3653

MARJORIE DAVIS,
Defendant.

Judge David S• Young

The above-entitled matter came on for trial on September
27, 1988, the plaintiff appearing pro se and the defendant
appearing with her counsel, Phillip W. Dyer.

The parties

stipulated to certain matters, called witnesses, presented
evidence, testimony and exhibits, and argued the issues to
the Court.

The Court having taken the matter under

advisement and having issued its Memorandum Decision dated
October 5, 1988, and having heretofore made and entered its
Findings of Fact and Conclusions of Law, and good cause
appearing therefore,
IT IS HEREBY ORDERED, ADJUDGED AND DECREED as follows:
1.

Defendant is awarded a Decree of Divorce from

OOGHLCO

plaintiff on the grounds of mental cruelty, the same to
become final upon entry.
2.

The parties are ordered to list the marital

residence for sale and to split the net proceeds from the
sale, after payment of all reasonable costs of sale,
including but not limited to, real estate commissions,
closing costs and points.

The defendant is awarded exclusiv*

use of the marital residence until such time as the residence
is sold and defendant is ordered to maintain said residence
at her own expense.

The parties are both ordered to equally

share the real property taxes and insurance costs on said
residence until the same is sold.
3.

The plaintiff has a vested retirement with his

employer and the defendant is awarded one-half (1/2) of the
retirement account that accrued during the marriage with the
same to be divided by issuance to plaintiff's employer of a
Qualified Domestic Relations Order pursuant to the Internal
Revenue Code and defendant's counsel shall submit a Qualifiec
Domestic Relations Order to the Court for signature.
4.

Plaintiff has a whole life insurance policy with a

cash value of $1,500.00 and the defendant is awarded $750.00
representing her share of the cash value in said policy.
5.

The parties are both permanently enjoined from

harassing, vexing or annoying the other party in any way.
2

6.

The plaintiff is awarded the following personal

property:
Asset

Value

1985 GMC Pickup Truck
Snowmobiles and Trailer
360 Honda
Camper
Tools
Cash

$7,850.00
900.00
300.00
4,200.00
10,000.00
1,675.00

TOTAL

$24,925.00

Additionally, plaintiff is awarded the old Hawaiian pinball
machine, the brass candles and candleholders, if found, the
personal books referred to as "his" personal books, one of
the federation rock cases, the iron wall picture he built,
the three (3) aluminum plaque cars he created, and the orange
picture.
7.

The defendant is awarded the following personal

property:
Asset

Value

1979 Pontiac
Household Goods
Two Motorcycles & Trailer
Cash
TOTAL
8.

$2,500.00
5,000.00
900.00
/—£2^g-T-^S-rflfr-Sl L/Z±
«$i&ir&3^r&Q "
" ~~

Any specific items of personal property not

previously awarded in paragraphs 6 and 7 heretofore are
ordered to be divided pursuant to Trial Exhibit A, a copy of
which is attached hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein
by this reference.

Further, all items of personal property

not specifically referred to hereinabove or on Trial Exhibit
A are awarded to the party in possession of said items.
9.

The plaintiff is awarded the inheritance he received

from his mother' estate in 1985 by virtue of his receiving
$8,100.00 more of the parties' personal property.
10.

The plaintiff is ordered to pay permanent alimony

to defendant in the monthly sum of $200.00.
11.

The plaintiff is ordered to pay $6,800.00 in

defendant's attorney's fees and costs and judgment is entered
against plaintiff in the sum of $6,800.00
DATED this

a-Davis.dec.DIV5

31 ^

day of {Ge£i&*^-

, 1988.

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
washer
25.00
l a r g e glass case
one panball game
360 HonJa-*L
2 Skidoo snowmobilesSOO . 00
& trailer
truck
mechanic, plumber, &
carpenter tools
Brass cannons 5 Candle holders
wheelbarrow,*

560 Honda
slab polisher

apered saw
hand saw
drywall scrapers
aw blades
iter box
iscellaneous wood
lectric wiring
opper tubing
lastic tubing
lastic plumbing pipes
ire stripper
ack hammer
ement Ancor tool
able vice
lectrical fixtures wire
and microphone
lumbing supplies
eavy duty rotary hammer
box cement anchor
and drill .
x>d plane
L box brass screws
niscellaneous drill bits

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
DEFENDANT
t w i n bed
crib
toy chest
high c h a i r
sewing machine
s e r g e machine
dryer
sewing t a b l e
f r u i t rack

10.00
5.00
5.00
<_25.0ff
•JSO.OC

*2y;oo
f&.oo
i^fOO
5.00

•fcfift<*D&*<&ir

3-speed frike
t a b l e 6 chairs
small case
shell case
small freezer
•jpin b a l l
__
,vrall k n i c k k n i c k s
185 Honda
2 bath n i g h t s t a n d s
wood d e s k ' w h i t e
dresser
rSome t o o l s
patio furniture
fruit dryer
i r o n lamps
P l a n t i i r w h i t e stand
lawn t r a c t o r
gold ring
c h a i n saw

10.00
100.00
50.00

75.00
20.00

loveseat,sofa,chairl00.00
wood rocker
2S.00
wood table
Zeus £ stand
silk tree

15.00
10.00
15.00

jukebox
3 bar chairs
meat slicer
fry baby

15.00
15.00
5.00

/V/^>/?-

/)

o<tfw*G1

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
DEFENDANT

3 power meters
time switcher
nails
electrical wire
spray paints
jewelry files
jewelry tweezers k tongs
small black light for rock
assorted necklaces &
chains
2(25) small drawer case
1(40) small<«rawer c&se
1(9) small drawer case
audio/visual processor(VCR
recording)
old sewing machine
large glass rock case
2 fish tanks
jewelry desk
steam bath
port-a-pat
1 set twin spring &
mattress
Glass table
little torch set
silver forks,knives,spoons
casting molds
geodes necklaces
merlin gold
silver solder
silver bronzing flex
soldering block
ring shank (silver)
large silver sheets &
pieces
shells necklaces
glasses opti visor
wax ring molds

2 small p r u n e r s
large pruner
hedge trimmer
Oster c e n t e r
25.00
wok
10.00
microwave
10 .00
dishwasher
15*00
flatware
15.00
baking ware
25.00
pans
25.00
clothes tree
3.00
bed
20.00
T.V.
30.00
v i d e o & camera
300.00
orange #bench
3.00
Halloween costumes
Christmas decorations
1/2 of misc. jewelry
2 cork pictures
food storage shelving
fabric
fruit dryer
canninq pans & b o t t l e s
•Fabrig<ie£K cp.air
night snares
s'hell collection & case
pinball machine
mini jogger

wall s h i e l d
rxlgrani carfioer
Log splinter

rowing machine
sofa,loveseat,recliner
chair
wood rocker
fireplace tools
wood clock
wood carving
3 bar stools
Dresser
clock
wall hangings
tin cans
fish tank
bed
garbage can
Plane in stand

^GG^G^

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
bow saw
4 5' chisels
2 push brooms
garden rake
leaf rake
2 hoes
snow shovel
3 roundnose shovels
<T; squarenose shovels
-pitchfork
pick
,
3 large 5 lb* sledgehammer
2 crow bars
large pry bar
ax
8 bungy cords
IS cement finishing tools
5 HP air compressor 60
gal «
anvil
air grease gun
air oil gun
bearing press
2 12-volt batteries
large come-along
heavy duty hand-grinder
electric impact wrench
1/3 horse bench grinder
bench vise
1/4 - drill
set drill bits l/16*-l/2"
138 various sizes drill
bits
hand driven socket set 10piece
2 tape measures
1 11-piece alien wrench
set
front end tool
2 small pry bars
4 Torx screwdrivers
electrician pliers
3 combination pliers

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
DEFENDANT
wall pictures
toys
wood shelves
16" chainsaw

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
needlenose plier
diagonal plier
18 regular screwdrivers
5 Phillips screwdrivers
2 Quickwedge screwdrivers
6 nut drivers
3 scratch awls
4 small files
5-piece easy out
8-piece wrench set 7/32"-7/16"
3 filler gauges
1 spark pluJfwire puller
3 distributor wrenches
1 speed wrench
1 nut splitter
2 snap-on ring pliers
1 torque wrench
2 vise grips
1 welding clamp
1 utility knife
1 carpenter's square
1 carpenter's level
2 saw horse
4 piece rachet set
4 3/8" extensions
3 piece ratchet set
1 1/2W ratchet
1 bracken bar
2 1/2" extensions
2 universals
1 offset wrench
1 oil can
12 combination wrenches
5 combination wrenches
15 sockets
11 air sockets
9 deep well sockets
2 spark plug sockets
9 sockets
7 sockets
3 hacksaws
1 12" combination wrench
1 lO" combination wrench
4

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
72 drawers/nuts & bolts
1 grease gun
5 putty knives
1 combination square
5 center punches
3 round files
1 triangle file
1 rasp file
2 flat files
1 half-moon file
2 pipe clamps
1 tubing crwip tool
1 4amp battery charger
1 file card
3 wire brushes
3 oil filter wrenches
1 reamer
1 fence pliers
2 5 1/2" flywheel pliers
1 pipe cutter
6 pipe wrenches
1 36" pipe wrench
1 bolt cutter
4 sheet metal cutters
1 welding mask
2 welding slag hammers
1 1/2* reversible drill
3 fire extinguishers
1 pipe vise
1 arc welder
1 drill press
1 5 gal. gas can
1 oxyacetylene torch
1 pipe threader set
1 rubber mallet
2 Ig. ballpien hammers
1 sm ballpien hammer
2 2 1/2 lb sledge hammers
1 hubcap mallet
7 steel chisels
12 steel punches
1 plastic mallet
3 metal forming hammers
5

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
2 round hammers
25 drawers/screws & bolts
2 bench sanders
1 bench buffer
1 12 w chain saw
1 slab polisher
1 cutoff machine
2 vibrating rock sanders/polishers
1 rock grinder
1 rock sander
1 small furnace
1 6: rock s «
1 12" rock saw
1 20" rock saw
2 large funnels
1 20' extension ladder
1 6' step ladder
1 3' step ladder
1 hand dolly
1 wheeled light
1 engine puller
1 5 gale sand blaster
1 coleman stove
1 sump pump
1 portable water pump
2 insecticide sprayers
1 freezer
•1 15 pc. barbecue
1 50 gal. almay oil drum
1 painter's tape holder
2 foot stools
1 large stool
1 meat hook
8 towing cables
1 5' chain
1 8' chain
2 bundles 1/2' nylon rope
2 propane torches
1 21 pc, ratchet set
2 extensions/ratchet breaker bar
1 pop rivet tool set
1 heat lamp
2 paint guns
6

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
PLAINTIFF
1 air sander
2 sand blocks
5 cement chisels
1 small level
1 travel light
2 large wrenches
1 air coupler
6 sockets
1 rear end wrench
2 small tool boxes
2 bead breaker tools
1 steering vfeel puller
1 impact driver set
1 air paint can
1 motorcycle trailer
1 lawnchair
2 6' chisels
1 folding shovel
1 snatch block
3 2' chisels
2 rock hammers
1 center fuse caster
1 claw hammer
1 extension cord
2 extension air hoses
2 heart shaped pillows
VCR
TV stand
camper radio
stero
gray filing cabinet
Wind West Jewelry inventory
small jewelry making tools
camper sheets
broom
garbage can
camper pans
tools
vacuum
4 wood carved men
2 cork carvings/glass frame
8x10 picture/Glacier Nat. Park
silk tree
7

PROPERTY TO BE AWARDED TO
fLAINTIFF

f i s h e d rocks
^ frown phone
^reair. phone
.22 guns
en garbage can
^ . s i l v e r bars/coins
" i h e s / p a n / s i l v e r in p o s s e s s i o n
ineta 2 I amp
Vher motor
_ij>d painting p i c t u r e s
jnc wall CJGZ'K
i^pevriter *
Sjdjajculotor
te£Qck clock
;vaj&p meter
^portable t.v. 's
Garden tiller
Tractor supplies
Tents
Gas trimmer
Books
Office supplies
Household supplies
35CEQ camera and accessories
safe \
Desk" and chair
Iron wall picture
3 aluninn plaque cars
Federation rock cases

CERTIFICATE OF HAND DELIVERY
STATE OF UTAH

)

)ss
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE )
Phillip W. Dyer being duly sworn, deposes and says:
That he served

DECREE OF DIVORCE

upon the following

parties by hand delivering a true and correct copy thereof in
an envelope addressed to:
BERT
6885
Apt.
West

C. DAVIS
South Redwood Road
1209
Jordan, Utah
84084
DATED this

day of

f
C/cj^if^£^L.

(wmr, ™i&

SCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

1988,

II

day of

LUJ^~>

My Commission expi

Notary Public
Residing at:
Salt Lake County, Utah

1

PERSONAL PROPERTY SUMMARY AND DEFENDANT'S
PROPOSED DISPOSITION
Marital Assets
1986 GMC Pickup Truck
Snowmobiles and Trailer
Motorcycles and Trailer
1979 Pontiac
Camper
Tools
Cash
Household Goods
TOTAL

Value
$7,850.00
900.00
1,200.00
2,500.00
4,200.00
10,000.00
10,100.00
5,000.00
$41,750.00

TO BE AWARDED TO PLAINTIFF:
1986 GMC Pickup Truck
$7,850.00
Snowmobiles and Trailer
900.00
360 Honda
300.00
Camper
4,200.00
Tools
10,000.00
Cash
1,675.00
TOTAL
$24,925.00
TO BE AWARDED TO DEFENDANT:
1979 Pontiac
$2,500.00
Household Goods
5,000.00
Two Motocycles & Trailer
900.00
Cash
8,425.00
TOTAL
$16,825.00
DIFFERENCE BETWEEN ASSETS RECEIVED BY PARTIES—Plaintiff
receives $8,100.00 more than Defendant

SUMMARY OF INCOME OF PARTIES
GROSS WAGES
Plaintiff B. Davis
Defendant M. Davis

$1709.68
$ 863.95

TAXES & FICA
435.18
153.21

OTHER

29.00
0.00
TOTAL NET INCOME

NET
1245.50
710.74
$1956.24

If Court were to equalize the parties by dividing their net
income, then each party would recieve
$ 978.12
Amount of net income to each party if defendant Marjorie
Davis is awarded $250.00 in alimony:
Plaintiff Bert Davis
Defendant Marjorie Davis

$ 995.50
$ 960.74

PHILLIP W. DYER (4315)
Attorney for Defendant
318 Kearns Building
136 South Main Street
Salt Lake City, Utah
84101
(801)363-5000
IN THE THIRD JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT IN AND FOR
SALT LAKE COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH

BERT CHARLES DAVIS,

j

Plaintiff,
|
•

vs.

MARJORIE DAVIS,

AFFIDAVIT OF PHILLIP W.
DYER REGARDING FEES

]

'i

Civil No. D87-3653
Judge David S. Young

Defendant.

STATE OF UTAH

)
) ss .
COUNTY OF SALT LAKE)
PHILLIP W. DYER, being duly sworn, deposes and says:
1.

Your Affiant is an attorney duly licensed to

practice law in the State of Utah and is familiar with the
facts and circumstances of the above-referenced case.
2.

In June of 1987, Your Affiant was retained by the

defendant for the purpose of representing her in a divorce
action against plaintiff.
3.

In connection with the foregoing proceedings, Your

Affiant performed the following services and time:

1

DATE

SERVICES PERFORMED

06/17/87
06/20/87

Retainer received
Prepare Complaint & Summons,
Motion & OSC; Affidavit
Phone conf/client
Review documents & letter to
atty Boyer
Copies
Copies
Prepare Answer & Counterclaim;
Notice of hearing
Copies
Filing fee Counterclaim
Phone conf/atty. Boyer
Retainer received
Copies
Phone conf/client
Review TRO; brief conf/client
Copies
Review Affidavit & prepare Obj.
Prepare/attend hearing
Copies
Prepare Notice of hearing,
Requests for Production,
Default Certificate
Copies
Prepare Order; Letter/atty
Boyer; phone conf/atty Boyer
Phone conf/atty Boyer
Review documents in Response to
Requests; phone conf/client;
letter/atty Boyer; Prepare
Subpoena & letter to bank
Copies
Witness fee/Cyprus CU

09/02/87
09/17/87
09/18/87
09/23/87
09/28/87
09/29/87
09/29/87
09/29/87
09/30/87
10/01/87
10/13/87
10/13/87
10/20/87
10/20/87
10/20/87
11/02/87
11/21/87
11/23/87
12/07/87
12/08/87
12/14/87

12/21/87
12/22/87
25.00
12/23/87
12/29/87
12/30/87
12/30/87
12/31/87
01/11/88
02/03/88
02/03/88
02/05/88
02/09/88

TIME BILLED

Copies
Conf/client
Review corres/atty Boyer
Copies
Copies
Phone conf/client
Phone conf/W. Wangsgaard CCU
Prepare 2 Notices of Records
Depositions & Subpoenas
Copies
Copies

EXPENSE
$ (150.00)

2.0
.2
.5
-30
.75
1.0
3.15
30.00
.3
(550.00)
3.60
.5
.4
1.20
.5
2.5
.90
1.2
3.15
.6
.3

2 .0
3.45
2.25
.6
.3
4.35
NC
.6
.4
•3
.15
1.35

DATE

SERVICES PERFORMED

02/11/88

Phone conf/R. Wangsgaard CCU &
America First CU
.5
Copies
Constable service/2 subpoenas
Obtain documents from CCU
.7
Phone conf/R. Wangsgaard &
B. Muir
.4
Follow-up investigation at CCU
.5
Copies
Copies
Review correspondence/atty Boyer;
Phone conf/client re:letter;
Prepare Motion & Affidavit
2.5
Prepare Response/2nd Requests
& Notice of hearing
.5
Copies
Prepare Memo of Pts. & Auth.;
letter re:inherited prop;
Prepare Motion to Strike &
Notice of hearing; letter to
Commissioner Peuler
6.0
Copies
Review letter Mr. Davis; letter
to atty Russell
.5
Phone conf/client & atty Russell;
letter atty Russell
.6
Copies
Prepare/attend hearing
2.0
Letter/atty Russell
.3
Review Comm. Peuler's Recommd.;
Phone conf/atty Russell &
client RE: Recommendations
1.0
Prepare Objection & Consent
to entry of Order
.6
Letter/atty Russell
.3
Copies
Prepare/Notice of hearing;
Letter/atty Russell
.5
Prepare/Order RE: Temporary Alimony
& Fees; Letter/atty Russell
1.0
Copies
Phone conf/atty Russell
.3
Phone conf/client's son re:
altercation between parties
.3
Phone conf/atty Russell re:
altercation between parties
.3

02/11/88
02/11/88
02/16/88
02/16/88
02/17/88
03/01/88
03/07/88
03/16/88
03/16/88
03/21/88
03/28/88

03/29/88
04/08/88
04/19/88
04/20/88
04/26/88
05/05/88
05/06/88
05/12/88
05/12/88
05/15/88
05/24/88
05/26/88
05/31/88
05/31/88
06/04/88
06/04/88

TIME BILLED

3

EXPENSE

5.10
31.25

.30
25.80

45.45

14.85

1.80

3.00

7.50

DATS

SERVICES PERFORMED

06/06/88
06/06/88

Phone conf/client re:alimony
.5
Prepare Motion, Affidavit &
Notice of hearing; Letters to
Judge Rokich & atty Russell
1.2
Copies
Prepare/attend hearing on
Objection to Recommendations
1.0
Conf/atty Russell; 2 phone
conf/client
.8
Prepare Stipulation, Motion &
Order; letter/client; arrange
assignment new Judge
1.8
Payment from Bert Davis
Letter/atty Russell; Research
availability With. & Pay Ord.
.8
Review letter/atty Russell
.5
Letter/atty Russell
.5
Prepare Motion for Contempt,
Affidavit & Notice of hearing 1.0
Letter to client
.3
Copies
Phone conf/atty Russell
.2
Conf/atty Russell; conf/client
1.0
Letter to client rercamper;
Letter atty Russell re:camper
.5
Prepare Notices of Deposition;
Prepare Subpoenas Duces Tecum;
(Sauter & Mathews)
.5
Phone conf/client & atty Russell .3
Review documents; letter/Russell .6
Copies
Phone conf/atty Russell; Prepare
2 Stipulation, Motion & Order;
letter/atty Russell; Prepare
Notices of Depositions
2.0
Review letter/atty Russell and
enclosures
.3
Phone conf/client
.3
Constable service/2 Subpoenas
(Sauter & Mathews)
Phone conf/Sauter & Russell;
Prepare Amended Notice of Depo;
letter/client
1.0
Letter/Sauter & atty Russell
.5
Copies
Witness fee/Mathews

06/06/88
06/07/88
06/07/88
06/07/88
06/08/88
06/09/88
06/13/88
06/13/88
06/15/88
06/15/88
06/17/88
06/20/88
06/21/88
06/22/88
06/22/88
06/23/88
06/23/88
06/24/88
06/28/88

06/30/88
06/30/88
07/05/88
07/06/88
07/06/88
07/11/88
07/11/88

TIME BILLED

4

EXPENSE

10.35

(1500.00)

3.15

3.60

24.00

.45
17.00

DATE

SERVICES PERFORMED

07/11/88

Deposition/Mathews; conf/client;
conf/atty Russell
2.5
Deposition/Bert Davis
5.0
Phone conf/atty Russell
.3
Arrange pre-trial date
.3
Court reporter fee/Mathews depo
Copies
Copies
Phone conf/client; letter/atty
Russell re:docs to be produced;
Letter/Peuler; Phone conf/client;
2 Phone conf/atty Russell re:
depo of client; letter/atty
Russell re:depo of client
1.4
Review depo transcript/Bert Davis;
Prepare Summons & Subpoenas
Duces Tecum
2.5
Prepare for pre-trial
1.5
Attend pre-trial
2.0
Conf/client
1.5
Phone conf/client; letter atty
Russell re:theft camper
.5
Phone conf/atty Russell; letter
to Russell; phone conf/client
re:camper jacks
.7
Copies
Phone conf/client re: camper
jacks & deposition
.3
Court reporter fee/Bert Davis
Prepare/attend client depo
4.0
Phone conf/atty Russell re:
camper & jacks
.3
2 phone conf/atty Russell re:
camper
.2
Prepare Objection & Notice of
Hearing; Notice to Appoint
.8
2 Letters/Mr. Davis; review
letter from Mr. Davis
.6
Copies
Phone conf/Mr. Davis re:camper
& continuance
.4
Letter/Mr. Davis re: hearing
on Withdrawal
.3
Review Motions/Mr. Davis
.5
Attend hearing; Prepare Orders
on Continuance & withdrawal;

07/12/88
07/13/88
07/18/88
07/19/88
07/19/88
07/29/88
08/01/88

08/01/88
08/02/88
08/03/88
08/04/88
08/09/88
08/12/88
08/12/88
08/15/88
08/16/88
08/16/88
08/23/88
08/24/88
08/30/88
09/02/88
09/02/88
09/06/88
09/08/88
09/10/88
09/12/88

TIME BILLED

5

EXPENSE

140.00
12.00
54.90

36.00
390.20

2.10

DATE

SERVICES PERFORMED

09/12/88
09/13/88
09/23/88
09/20/88
09/26/88
09/27/88
09/27/88

TIME BILLED

Letter/Mr. Davis
Prepare Trial Brief
Prepare Pre-trial Order
& letters/atty Russell
& Mr. Davis
Prepare Affidavit on fees
Review Objections of Mr. Davis;
Prepare Notice of Hearing
Trial preparation; attend
pre-trial hearing (est.)
Attend trial (est.)
Prepare Findings & Decree (est.)

EXPENSE

1.3
5.0
3.5
1.0
.5
4.0
8.0
2.0

TOTAL
99.5
$ 908.40
FEES @$75.00
$7462,50
COURT COSTS (reporters, filing fees,
constable fees)
632.45
PHOTCOPYING
2 7 5.95
AMOUNT PAID
4.

(2200.00)

The foregoing time and expenses were recorded

contemporaneously on the documents collectively attached
hereto as Exhibit A and incorporated herein by this
reference.

Further, the foregoing time and expenses were

necessarily incurred because plaintiff refused to disclose
his assets and would not make reasonable offers of settlement
and due to the complexity of the alimony and inheritance
issues.
5.

Your Affiant believes a reasonable hourly rate for

the foregoing services is $75.00 per hour based on the
prevailing rates and fees charged in Salt Lake County, the
complexity of the issues involved in this matter and the need
for extensive discovery.

Your Affiant therefore believes
6

that said hourly rate is reasonable and fair.
6.

The total amount of fees and expenses charged to

defendant is $
$ 8,370.90
7.

8,370.90 , of which defendant was billed

and payments of $

2, 200.00

have been received.

Your Affiant respectfully requests that defendant be

awarded fees and expenses in the sum of $ 8,370.90
plaintiff with credit given for the $ 1,500.00

against

already

received from plaintiff for an award for fees and expenses
6 , 870.90 .

still unpaid of $
DATED this

cX,

day of

^ W ^ # ^

1988.

Respectfully submitted,

Philrrp W. Dyer
Affiant

SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me this

OPJjyUuA^

1988.

?J^?

day of

~^^

}/tyk!ilu£\.a\lJblUA ,

My commission expires>*

a-Davisfee.aff.DIV5

N''

Notary Public
Residing a t :

/
(J

Salt Lake County, Utah

D

l ^ l g ^ . .4:-;, .• ' ^ > . * .-• I »»veB^nr
Bart Davis
i l ^ 6 6 0 ^ . ; : : 8 0 0 d ' . i r . . -:••. ADDRESS:
^
g#4W0Od
6 8 g e

PHONE:
vi.i --.ft iV ^i>^a.^^>L^.^>.*» a>. 0-

Conversion
Of Time
Into Decimals
6 Minutes = .1 Hour
12 Minutes == .2 Hour
15 Minutes: = .25 Hour
18 Minutes : = .3 Hour"
24 Minutes : = .4 Hour
30 Minutes : = .5 Hour
36 Minutes: = .6 Hour
42 Minutes = .7 Hour
45 Minutes : • .75 Hour
48 Minutes = A Hour
54 Minutes " & Hour
60 Minutes =1.0 Hour

Codes For
Services
Performed
C
CT
0
DP
LF
LR
LT
NC

Conference With
Court Hearing
Dictation Of
Deposition Of
Letter From
Legal Research
Letter To
Non-Chargeable
Time
P Preparation Of
PC Phone Conference
With
R Review Of
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IN THE UTAH COURT OF APPEALS

BERT C. DAVIS,

]
|
]|

Plaintiff-Appellant
vs.
MARJORIE DAVIS,
Defendant-Respondent.

]
|
]
\
;

CERTIFICATE OF FILING
AND SERVICE
Case No. 880619-CA
Priority: 14.b

PHILLIP W. DYER, attorney for Defendant-Respondent,
Marjorie Davis, hereby certifies that on the
April

5th

day of

1989, seven copies of the Brief of Respondent were

filed with the Clerk of the Court of Appeals and that four
copies of the Brief of Respondent were mailed, by depositing
with the United States Postal Service, first class postage
pre-paid, to Bert C. Davis, Pro se for Appellant, 6885 South
Redwood Road, #1209, West Jordan, Utah^
Dated this

+JT~

day of

/T^J-P

84084.
1989.

Respectfully submitted,

PftiTTip W. Dyer*
Attorney for
Defendant/Respondent

a-Filing.cer/Appeall

